
                     Ingolf Grabow, An der Ringmauer 68,  D-60439 Frankfurt am Main,  ingolf.grabow@gmx.de               
 
                              Swifts in Frankfurt am Main 

A shelter with 40 nests sites in the 
tower, and 27 Swifts in the air. 

Frankfurter-Mauersegler- 
                Initiative 
           



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2003 the Common Swift was NABU’s “Bird of the Year” and a conference was held at the Frankfurt Zoo to celebrate this event. 

One of the highlights of the event was a presentation held by Erich Kaiser in which he reported on the Swift colony he had set up 

at his home in Kronberg, a city which is located near Frankfurt. He had established a colony of over 40 nests which he was able to 

observe and monitor during the breeding season. During this time he had acquired extensive and detailed knowledge about how 

Swifts live and breed. The audience was fascinated by the learnings and as a result, followers came together to set up a Swift 

group as they wanted to do more for our Swifts ! 

                                                                   We called it the  “Frankfurt Swift Initiative”   
 

 Our objectives: To record & retain existing nest sites in the city, and create new nest sites. 

 

The results: In12 years (from 2003 to 2015) we have set up 2318 new Swift nest places 

                    (960 internal and 1358 external) in and around Frankfurt. 
                                    

 
 

 
 



                                                                       „New Nest Sites Need Our Cities !“  

                                                    
        

  

„Built in“ nest places in  eaves are a cheap and a good way for new 
nesting places.. 

       Our most used „Sassener Box“ under protection  of  roof and  gutter. 
48 Schwegler-boxes Nr.17B  will be integrated into the newly reconstructed 
Historical Museum in Frankfurt, downtown. 
 

Here are some examples of new nesting places we could 
establish in last year´s. 

and The two largest German environmental-associations are collaborating in order to 
protect endangered species in Frankfurt. 



Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative Römerberg   Saalgasse                  

In 2011 it was decided to demolish the 40 years-old Historical Museum. 
I was asked to examine the facade and the ivy climbing the building. 
I found a dozen Sparrow nests  and suspected Swifts to be nesting 
 in the gaps between the concrete blocks.  
 
As part of the „Demolition Party“ on 7th May, a picture was to be 
sprayed on the facade. We were able to  have them avoid the nest 

areas, and the spray artists responded accordingly; you can see the  
 Mayoress is saying: 

                           „for heaven`s sake, no Graffiti on our nests!!“ 
 

…on May 7st: first Swifts were spotted over the Museum! 

 2. Mai 2011 

7. MAI 2011 



Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative Römerberg   Saalgasse                  

The Nature Conservation Authority has released an exemption permit for elimination of nesting-places for the time after  breeding-period. But 
connected with a compensation for new nest-sites at the new building and at some other buildings nearby. 

1. +  2.=  28. July 2011: An 
Officer of Nature Conservation 
 looking into the nests with 
 a hollow-camera. 
 
 3. One chicken was still founded; 
it was injured and was brought 
  to Dr. Christiane Haupt, 
                                 Swift Clinic. 
 
http://www.mauersegler.com/ 
 
The Clinic took care for the 
Swift and after a week the 
 chicken was able to fly again. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

 31. July 2011 = „Fritz“ (name from the leader of the NCA) 

http://www.mauersegler.com/


  Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative Römerberg   Saalgasse             

1. Our boxes, with 48° gradient 
and matching colour, do fit under 
the overhanging roof between 
the rafters. 

2. For the Preservation Officer I build in an examplary box  
under the roof. For this a scaffolding was needed. 

The Saalhof-Chapel is one of the oldest 
buildings in Frankfurt. 
It was not easy to get a permission from the 
curator of historic buildings. 
 
But Swifts are very clean “Users!“ 
 
Obviously Swifts have been there in former 
days! 
 
Like here at the „ Eschenheimer-Tower“, 
as  Carl-Friedrich Mylius painted in 1895 ! 

Regulation from the Nature Authority:  30 Swift nest boxes at the Saalhof-Chapel;   
                                                                        15 nest places are to be integrating in the new building for 
                                                                         House Sparrows and Swifts ! 
                                                                              

2. 

1. 

1.     2. 



 30. March 2012:  Under the roof of the Historical Museum 9 nest boxes were 
 mounted with the help of a mobile lift. 
 At one of the oldest buildings in Frankfurt. 



The New Building 

For this new building we advised the architect to consider nest 

sites in his planning ! 

The architect integrated the Schwegler-box Nr.17B in the 

insulation. As a result you now only see the entrance hole = 2x 

in each recess, 10 meters above the ground. 

2x12 recesses = 48 nest sites ! !  

In Frankfurt downtown, November 2015 

» Plastering ring / ETICS attachment Plastering Ring for Type No. 17 for 

flush installation in a façade. Simply position around the Rose and render 

flush with the façade. Material: Aluminium sheet. 

 Weight: approx. 0.15 kg. Order No. 00 665/7 



The Eschenheimer Gate, an old town gate from the Middle Ages.        

               In the top of the Tower there are 14 nesting places. 

                   The Gate in 1895 = Swifts in the sky 



1991 = Erich Kaiser originally started with 6 nest places 

2003 = we added 8 nest places. 

2015 = Swifts did not find the places yet, even with support of 

            Swift-sounds! 



Gallus-Viertel,  Friedrich-Ebert-Estate, Hellerhof-Estate =  2 large housing-areas from Frankfurt´s 

biggest association. In the past we have created more than 340 nest sites in the eaves in this suburban area. 

 

Behind each entrance hole must be a separate „brood chamber“ for each „Swift-family“. 

The step from the base to the hole should be not exceed 5 cm. Because of  Apus Apus = short feeds ! 

                                      also a fly-in overhead is possible. 

We have a close and trusting partnership to different housing-associations. 



 Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative   

At this apartment house Swifts were living in the cracks behind the washed concrete. 
With the application of insulation, these cracks were closed.  

On the eastern side we could safely attach it to the concrete wall, with stainless 
steel screws ( 8x80mm), these 7 „Hasselfeldt-boxes“. 
 Zinc sheet slopes were fitted to each box to prevent feral pigeons roosting on 
them.  The housing association took over the costs. We are confident that Swifts 
will find and use these nest places. 

    Bornheim: 

http://www.bwv-frankfurt.de/index.html


Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative   Bornheim  :     

 „Built in“ nest places in the eaves under the gutter are a cheap and very good way 
to create new nest places for Swifts. Important, each Swift needs a separate, 
enclosed nest space : Minimum size for the nest place base = 15 x 30 cm.  
 We drill two holes of 32mm, and enlarge them to an oval hole. The hole should be 
created with a slight incline. 

NB! Screw ends must not penetrate the breeding-place ! 
 

10 „Fly-in“ holes, drilled from the scaffolding.  

http://www.bwv-frankfurt.de/index.html


                                                                                                   Bornheim, Bäckerweg 

                           Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative   

This building was being insulated with appliqué panels. After a short talk with the 
architect and the workmen, we fitted 5 of our standard wooden nest boxes under 
the eaves.  Then the insulation work was  completed. Now the nest boxes are 
embedded into the insulation – see the photo on the right. 

The Architect: „As a cold-bridge it is insignificant!“ 



 

 

giz, the German Council for Sustainable 

Development 

Sustainable, innovative, effective 

 

 

Already in 2006 we fitted 11x Schwegler-1MF Nest Box 
on a large building in Eschborn, which is a city close to 
Frankfurt.  
 
Meanwhile, all boxes are used by the swifts. 
Unfortunately I was not lucky yet to take a picture of a 
Swift while entering one of the boxes. 
 
Only in the air you see some Swifts: 21. May 2015 

Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative    

mauersegler@nabu-frankfurt.de    

mailto:mauersegler@nabu-frankfurt.de
mailto:mauersegler@nabu-frankfurt.de
mailto:mauersegler@nabu-frankfurt.de


Swifts and House Martins quite often live closely together. 

At many buildings we created nesting places for both of them. 

My observation: they feel attracted  to each other. 

                                                                   Near a railway-station: we 

 fitted nest sites in April and both bird species were there in summer-time…! 

 



      Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative   Ginnheim 

House Martins and Swifts can be good neighbors! In Ginnheim we have had two examples this year . There were still 
some mud nests from House Martins at the red house, and one even remained after restoration. On 15th May we fixed 
4 House Martin nests and 4 Swift boxes under the eaves. The real nest and two artificial nests were occupied by House 

Martins only a few weeks later. 
And thanks to the House Martins, Swifts found also the way to their nest boxes.  



Evangelische 

Kirchengemeinde  

Zeilsheim 

 
9 Swift nest sites in Schwegler Nr.17-3 

and a box for 3 House-Sparrow families. 

 

           „Habitat Church Tower“ 

 

Fixed with  rustless screws 



Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative   
         Zeilsheim:     St. Bartholomäus 

The Church Council agreed to have Swifts in their   

Church tower, so we installed two triple boxes inside the 

tower. 

Next May, we will call in the Swifts with a CD of their cries. 

There is plenty more  space for Swifts in that tower ! 

the „box structure“ 

Bottom with shaped 
nest-mould 

Foto: Bernd Merkle 



Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative               Holzhausenviertel, Elisabethenschule 

  Nest 

A Great Tit has taken moss into the box. Later on a Swift 
used this place. 

In 2005, during a roof conversion on this building, we installed nest sites in the eaves. I 

smoothed over the wall top with mortar and pressed a nest mould into it. More than 30 

hours work created 20 comfortable nest sites. In 2007, we could work off the 

scaffolding. In autumn 2010, I managed to check all the nest sites. 
                            7 x successful Swift hatchings 
                            4 x Swifts had flown in to check the boxes 
                            1 x Black Redstart hatching 
                            3 x Tits,  nesting after the Swifts 
                            5 x still unused 

 from observations made  
during the summer and  
searching inside  the nest 
boxes. 

                                                    14th Dec 2005 

Foto: FNP, Luigi 

http://www.elisabethenschule.net/


A check up = 3rd July 2014. Most of the 20 nest sites are 

used by the Swifts. Through the Leica Spotting Scope we 

could see a little Swift chicken looking out of the entrance 

hole. 

 

In the air = a screaming party with a flock of Swifts. 

 

For pupils and teachers a real life example for biodiversity. 

 

      Elisabethenschule 

http://www.elisabethenschule.net/


The Schwarzburg School in Nordend: with the support of the school 

board, we attached 12 nest-boxes under the roof.  

 

The cost of the Schwegler-boxes, €780, was taken by the education 

board of  the municipality. 

In the last years we have put up 135 new nest sites 

 at 9 schools.  

 

Schools are  very important  for Swift conservation. 

                        We will keep up this work!                         

        Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative   

      No. 16 S    



                               Schwarzburgschule, Summer  2014 = Swifts approaching  their home… 



        Former US. Housing Area in Eckenheim 

 7.July 2013 = a little chicken is looking out 

A large housing area is under 

reconstruction including  

heat-insulation. 

 

 

Swifts haved lived there, but nobody  

really took notice of them. 

Scaffoldings with nets were being  

set up. 

   

Purely by chance I could catch a Swift 

which appeared behind the net.  

 

With help of our Nature Conservation  

Authority it came to a working stop till 

after the breeding-time. 

 

In the following years we came to an 

agreement between reconstruction and 

the Nature Authority. 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

The deal was we could installed 

new nest boxes under the roofs. 

 

1. Stage, 2012 =40 new nest sites 

2. Stage, 2013 =40 new nest sites 

3. Stage, 2014 =36 new nest sites 

 

    116 new homes for Swifts. 

 

Good conditions for a large 

          Swift colony. 
 

 



  Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative 
Bornheim,  Wittelsbacherallee                         

This building was under reconstruction including  heat-

insuation. Also for the eaves insulation was considered. 

The association did not accept a „build in“. 

 

So we attached self made boxes with an angle of 105° 

 with long distance screws under the gutter. 

 

              10 nest boxes with a good free „fly on“. 

 

First a Great Tit and 2 House Sparrows used the boxes, 

and later on Swifts occupied a part from our offer. 

 

                            „Some Flats are still free“ 

 

 



Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative Volks- Bau- und Sparverein e.G                                          

Riederwald,  Max-Hirsch-Straße 

For a roof repair a scaffolding with a net attached to it 

was set up in May. 

On the 9.June I looked at the opened roof and found 

 4 dead Swift clutches and dead chicken. 

This happened although the association has known about 

the fact that there were Swifts! 

                  A violation against the law !! 

 

Tenants showed an old Photo with markings from Swift  

nest sites. 

 

Compensation = 25 new nest sites.(order from the authorities) 

 

  In the years before, already many nest sites 

  disappeared during renovations. 

. 

      Housing Area, constructed 1909-1912 

9th Juni 2011 

2 dead Swift-Chicken 



 Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative Volks- Bau- und Sparverein e.G                           

Riederwald,  Max-Hirsch-Straße 

The roofer had the order to 

build the nest sites into the 

eaves. 

But they had problems with 

motivation and timing. 

At the end, I personally did 

the work =  „for the Swifts“, 

not for the company.. 
Here was the nest and here we built in 8 

new nest sites beneath the 3 dormers. 

The rough draft of a nest site on the house 

 back site 

 30 nest sites 
we totally could build 

into the eaves. 

 

If the Swifts will find 

back their nesting 

places next year ? 

It looks fine, the new renovated house without the 

scaffolding. 



  Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative Volks- Bau- und Sparverein e.G                                          

in Rödelheim,  Westerbachstraße 

This house was also to get 

a heating insulation and a 

new roof with wooden 

eaves. 

 

The same company, the 

same problems… 

 

Also here: we did the work  

„for the Swifts“ ! 

Behind each entrance hole is a separate 

brood chamber about 20x30 cm  in the 

ground-base. 

The oval entrance hole is 32x65 mm. 

 

 

      24 new nesting places. 

 

 



2007, Riederwald-Estate,  80 nest-boxes attached to 

          7 apartment-houses 

From the inside of the box, one screw was tightened to the roof-beam and another screw was tightened to the lower part of the 

wooden roof; with rustless screws. 



       F       Frankfurt-Höchst, renovated weir on the river Nidda. 
 
                 Nesting places for House Martin and 
                     Swift boxes with access using a „tunnel“, 
                    which is possible when the right dimensions  are used. 
   
                     breathe  = 10 cm:  so the  Swifts can turn in the tunnel     
                           hight = 6-8 cm,   tunnel  length = maximum 30 cm. 
 
The floor of the tunnel should be rough so the Swifts with their short claws can grip on. 
The brood chamber is at the end of the tunnel =  with dimension:  15x30 cm.  Larger boxes are possible. 
High of the brood chamber = 15-25 cm. The tunnel entrance to  the brood chamber should lie sideways, so there remains a 
dark corner. The transition from tunnel floor to brood chamber should be flat or with only a small „step“. 
 

  

 

         Schwegler Cavity Pane 
 

   (oval = 32x65, or round = 50mm) 



  Nest box with open back wall, closed with 2 catches. 

The floor is saw-rough board of 20mm thick  of pine wood. The other parts are made from 15mm waterproof plywood.  

You can see the entrance on right side. Opposite is the  nest mould.  

2 screws, top right and left function as a hinge, closed with a simple latch. 

The boxes are srewed on the inner wall and sealed with silicon to stop drafts.  

 

. 

At the river side House 

Martins and Swifts will 

find these new places 

soon. 

 

There are lot of insects 

living in this area which 

serve as nourishment to 

the birds. 



         Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative     Ginnheim :       „House Sunshine“ 

This is the house of a very enthusiastic Swift-friend. Last summer, a Swift came to 
grief under one of the roof tiles. So, in addition to his steel Swifts he wanted to 
have really safe nest boxes. Matching the angle of the gable we made 4 nest 
boxes reproducing the 48° gradient. The floor area of each box is 15 x 30 cm, they 
are made of larch-wood and „Betoplan“, a waterproof plywood. With the help of 
a mobile lift we fixed the boxes in the gable. We found that Swifts had been there, 
so we are sure  Swifts will find the boxes next year. 
 

 Will be the „Ornamental Swifts“  welcome for the real Swifts ? 



  Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative 

Holzhausenviertel                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Since years there have been 

Swifts at this nice City-villa. 

 

 

        Behind a defect point = 

         is the breeding-place.   

The house-owner wanted to have even 

more Swifts at his house. 

 

At this corner we fixed a self-made  

fourfold box according to an idea from 

 Dick Newell, Cambridge.           

   http://actionforswifts.blogspot.com/ 

 

Each pine-wood bottom has a shaped 

mould. 

The Front board is also pine-wood. 

The other parts are made out of 

waterproof 12mm plywood. 

 

   At the backside is a door. 

 

http://actionforswifts.blogspot.com/
http://actionforswifts.blogspot.com/


  Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative    

2010  „Summer Time in Germany“ 
Happy Swifts in Frankfurt‘s 1000th man-   

made nest-site, here in Enkheim.   

...and here is a Blackbird 
singing, perhaps to tell a 
Swift to come? 

Foto: Monika Peukert 

Foto: Monika Peukert 



   An Apartment House in Niederrad.  A „Swift-lover“ lives on the 

   14th floor 

       In April 2009 we attached a triple-box at the balcony-wall. 

 

      With an Audio CD "Swift Response Calls“, already in the 

      summer Swifts came to the new place. 

 

 



14th Floor: Swifts approaching…. 



An old „Water-Power-Station“ was turned  into a 

restaurant 

                        14 Nest sites were integrated in the roof. 

  My prepared boxes with a base = 20x30 cm and a shaped 

                                                                           nest-mould. 

                                                                              



Entrance hole =  50mm round 

A grating ventilation hole 



2008 : Frankfurt-Eastend, a house was under construction. 

          From the scaffolding we put 9 nest boxes beneath the roof. 

          The boxes got the same color as the wall. 

 

2009 : a House-Sparrow was the first user. Later Swifts followed him !! 

 

                              Summer 2014 = at least 4 Swift-breeding pairs used our offer !. 

      Bornheim-Eastend 

19th May 2015 : Swifts are     

                     flying inside 

A House-Sparrow 



       Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative   Nordweststadt 
and 

 
A house-owner, nature-lover and Lufthansa-pilot has a fellow-
feeling for Swifts. 
Before  insulating his home, he didn´t forget about the Swifts 
and Bats:  
5 triple-cavity Schwegler No.17 and 6 Bat boxes 1WI were built 
into the insulated walls. 
There are Swifts already nesting under the metal roof-of the 
neighbouring house. So we are hopeful that Swifts will find the 
new places soon. 
 
So here you can see  a Bat- and a Swift-friendly house ! 

 Swift and Jumbo-jet, both with outstanding flying characteristics ! 



         Our supplier for nesting boxes: a Workshop for handicapped people, a Community of Anthroposophy in Sassen  in the Vogelsberg. 
  

For each house, for each kind of roof we 

need a suitable box. 

 

The best way is always a „built in“ 

into the eaves beneath the roof. 



Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative                             Consultancy 

Winfried Hett, Bad Homburg     
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suKbhDkQ1k0&feature=related   

House-Owner, Architects, Housing-Associations and even 

Nature Conservation Authorities from other Cities in Germany 

are coming to us because of our know how about Swifts 

 

For example we advised a School in Hagen, with a flat roof to 

build-in „Hasselfeldt“-boxes into the Attica. 

http://www.nistkasten-hasselfeldt.de/   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suKbhDkQ1k0&feature=related
http://www.nistkasten-hasselfeldt.de/
http://www.nistkasten-hasselfeldt.de/
http://www.nistkasten-hasselfeldt.de/


  Frankfurter-Mauersegler-Initiative   Heddernheim,  „Mauersegler-Hotel“ 
                                                                      ( for 2016 = with 52 nest sites ) 

In April 1995, with the help of the Frankfurt Fire Brigade, I fixed 12 Schwegler boxes type No. 17 at this old air raid 
shelter from World War II. Nowadays it provides an excellent home for Swifts with 40 nest sites. Since 1998, the 
12 external boxes were occupied step by step. But I could never check these external boxes for use. (Later 28 
internal boxes were fitted inside the steel framed windows). 
In autumn 2010, the ivy was cut back with the help of a mobile lift. I took the opportunity to have a look inside of 
 all the Schwegler boxes. Every box had a typical small nest in the dark corner and only a very little dust had 
accumulated inside: these boxes can be used for many years to come without any cleaning ! 
This Schwegler box has inside it rather less room for the Swifts: the floor area is only 14 x30 cm.  But the 
advantage here is that all the droppings will be removed by the Swifts!  In larger boxes, all the droppings will be 
not always be removed. This is confirmed by the observations of Erich Kaiser. 

The 12 boxes installed in 1995 were all sound  and can be used  further for many years to come. 

2010    

1995 



A shelter from world-war II, nowadays an excellent home for the swifts, 

               with  forty nest-places. 



In July 2015 some days 

in Frankfurt were 38°C 

and hotter. 

Many chickens which 

were not able to fly yet 

left their nests. Few of 

them were founded. 

 

The Swift-Clinic was 

overcrowded with almost 

300 hungry Chickens = 

 

       Emergency ! 

A chicken gets 

some water 

before setting in 

From the neighborhood, with the 

Police-car, with a cycle-courier, young 

chickens were also brought to my 

 home.  So I had to find a way out: 

8 unflyable chickens, I could set to other 

breeding-pairs in my shelter-tower. 

 

Important condition: the real chickens are in 

same age and not more than 2. 

In this case I put the foundling through the 

spy-hole to their foster family. 

 

 

 

                 In August: all foundlings had been flown out !  

 

2015,   Heat Wave for Swifts ? 

 



For this reason I extended the 

„Swift-Hotel“ with 2 nest units. 

 

Each unit has 6 Appartments with 

a door and a spyhole for 

controlling. 

 

Inside there is a   

Schwegler 

nest mould 

 

The entrance hole, 70x32 mm, is 

a Schwegler rose. 

 

 

 

                                             

It is made of waterproof plywood 

and pine wood.                             

   „Swift-Hotel“    2016 

  

 

2015, we had good experience in „setting by“ from unflyable foundlings. 

. 

Assembly = 17. March 2016 

        Now = 52 nest sites 



Each year, she is taking care for about 800 Swifts  

About 80 % of the birds are able to fly away.. 

The Clinic is an important partner for our work. Very often we 

are getting hints about unsafe nest places. 

   Swift-Clinic  from  Dr. Christiane Haupt 

 Yossi Leshem and Rivka, Tel Aviv, visited the clinic in 2012 

http://www.mauersegler.com

/ 



Numbers of Swifts in our Cities ?    Lack of food ?  Lack of insects ? 

Do we have fewer Swifts in our cities in the 

past years ? 

Are there enough Nest sites ? 

 

It is a fact: Swifts need insects ! 

 

Many studies tell us : 

There is a dramatic decline of insects: 

 

22%  decline by species ! 

 

56%  decline by the amount of individuals ! 

 

Each car driver will remember. In earlier days, he had to 

clean the windscreen after a car trip.  

Nowadays the windscreen remains clean ! 

 

No industrial agriculture. 

No poisons in gardens, parks, forests, meadows 

and fields. 

                  No „Roundup“,  No Glyphosat,  

                    or other deadly substances ! 

 

First the bees, and at the end : We all ! 
 

We need a biological agriculture ! 

More meadows full of flowers ! 

More wildernesses in our cities !! 

Photo: Erich Kaiser 



           Dziekuje bardzo, 

Vielen Dank, Thank You. 

Foto: Klaus Roggel 

Keeping the sky over Frankfurt alive ! 

                       Photo :  Ingolf Grabow 



  The oldest Swift-colony, in the Western-Wall in Jerusalem with 88 nesting places. 

                                  Frankfurter Mauersegler-Initiative 

         Peace for the whole mankind ! 


